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kindly greeting—all have their response in baby's imitation.
It simply grows unconsciously, and we see our child coming to
be like the picture that we ourselves have ever presented before
him. We may say that baby's personality habits are largely a
replica of the home. So the thing, first of all, is for fathers and
mothers to have the true spirit of parenthood and be safe ex-
amples for their children to follow,
Habit of Order. This habit also is dependent for its earliest
encouragement upon the established order of things in the home.
The baby of two years or younger loves to hang his things on
hooks convenient for his height—his coat on a hanger designed
for him (perhaps an ordinary hanger cut down for him and
painted his favorite color), to place his shoes side by side like
daddy's, and to hang his clothes neatly over a chair at bedtime.
He delights to help mother pick up bits of paper and dust the
chairs. His ever-ready response to mother's suggestion, "Let
115 put away the things,'* is nearly always a positive and happy
one. "Bobby is all through with the blocks, so now we will put
them away,"—and Bobby happily coincides, that is, if this sort
of thing is begun early enough, while he is still a baby and wrong
habits have not already been formed. Baby has his own drawer
for his things, or a box for his toys, a shelf for his books, low
hooks and hangers for his clothes, and as he watches mother put
away her things, he is filled with a desire to do the same with his.
Kindly suggestion and cooperation on mother's part make the
formation of the habit of order comparatively easy. Unfailing
persistence in it and never-failing watchcare on mother's part
are the secret of success,
The Habit of Proper Eating, How ever are we to develop
in our children the habit of eating what is set before them ? This
is the cry that is going up from mothers all over the land. Baby
accepts his food gladly up to the end of his first year, He takes
with joy and satisfaction the food offered him so regularly at
every meal, but sometime during his second year he begins to
form a different habit, that of hesitancy, indecision, fickleness,
and even antagonism as regards food, This is simply a change
in-habit; and, since in the beginning the advantage is all ours,
there must have crept in somewhere errors in our management

